The Three Seas Initiative: Configuration and Global Geopolitical Consequences

Abstract:

The Three Seas Initiative (3SI) is an alliance of Central and Eastern European countries located among the Baltic, Black and Adriatic Seas. Its objectives focus on achieving an interconnected region, with a north-south approach, in the fields of energy, infrastructure and telecommunications. At the same time, it has an eminent geopolitical component that not only can be felt in the region, but that also involves the four major world powers: the US, Russia, China and the European Union.
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Introduction

The Three Seas Initiative (TSI) is a collaborative platform between Poland, Croatia, Austria, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Slovenia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Czech Republic, and Romania. These countries form a region in Central and Eastern Europe that lies among three seas: the Baltic, the Black and the Adriatic. Its objectives have been defended by its promoters, the Polish president, and the Croatian president¹, based exclusively on the desire of the countries in the area to prosper together with a north-south vision instead of an east-west vision, which is how their communication routes and trade networks are currently configured². Therefore, the 12 Central and Eastern European countries agreed to develop various road, rail, energy, and telecommunications infrastructure projects. Thus, the 3SI aims to improve European cohesion, while several of the participating countries are seeking to put some distance between the region and the Russian influence it exerts through the gas exports. This is to the liking of the Americans, who have supported the initiative from the beginning³ together with the approval of the rest of countries of the region that seek to strengthen Atlantic relations, not only between them and the USA, but also between Europe and America in general. Although I have tried to showcase the 3SI as a place of collaboration, it has also become an initiative where the struggles for power and influence of the world powers crystallize, with Russia, China, the US, and the European Union paying close attention to the movements that take place in it.

Configuration and Design of the Three Seas Initiative

In terms of its geographical configuration, the Intermarium (Latin for "between seas") project is the most obvious foundation for the 3SI. This alliance, developed by inter-war Polish Marshal and President Josef Piłsudski, was aimed to unite the region from Finland in the north, across to the Baltic countries, Belarus, Ukraine, Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia. With this federation, Poland and the entire area would escape the domination

² KUREČIĆ, P. “The three seas initiative: Geographical determinants, geopolitical foundations, and prospective challenges”, Hrvatski Geografski Glasnik, 80(1), 2018, pp. 99-124. Available at: https://doi.org/10.21861/HGG.2018.80.01.05
of the two regional powers that sought to control them, Germany and Russia. However, his project failed due to Poland's poor relations with its neighbouring countries such as Lithuania and Czechoslovakia, as well as to the lack of support from a real foreign power⁴.

Currently, macroeconomic data show a clear gap between Eastern and Western Europe, both in terms of living standards, GDP, infrastructure, demographics, etc. Despite having a population close to 111 million people (almost 22% of the total European population) and a territory covering 28% of the European Union's soil⁵, 2018 figures show that the countries of this region barely account for the 10% of the European GDP and that their average GDP per capita is only 78% of that of the EU.

The countries participating in the Three Seas Initiative share the same main objectives: economic growth, security, and a stronger and more cohesive Europe. In order to achieve

---

this, they intend to promote the region’s economic growth and welfare by attracting foreign investment. Besides, they declared energy security as one of their main objectives at the same time they attempt to achieve climate goals and reduce carbon emissions. In addition, the need to develop digital infrastructures and create intelligent solutions for a more efficient use of information has been highlighted.

The 3SI initiative has multiple objectives, although they focus on three main areas: energy, infrastructure, and telecommunications⁶. In this regard, abandoning the dependency on Russian energy is one of the main objectives in the field of energy, with Poland and Croatia completing the construction of regasification plants to import gas⁷, which would provide them with energy independence from a power that some of the countries in the region consider a threat⁸. However, this is not a unanimous position within the initiative. Hungary or Bulgaria seems to be more in cheap energy⁹ rather than in energy independence. At the same time, several gas pipelines running from north to south are currently under construction. The flagship project of the 3SI is linking the LNG regasification ports in Croatia and Poland through a pipeline that will pass through some Central European countries such as the Czech Republic, Slovakia or Hungary. On the other hand, Romania—often being left out from several of the north-south projects because of its location—has presented its own gas projects.

It is also important to consider the possibility of promoting the construction of nuclear power plants, which would allow greater independence from Russian energy and compliance with the emission reduction programs proposed by the European Union¹⁰.

Another key point of this initiative is the development of north-south land transport infrastructures¹¹, combining highway, railway, and nautical projects. The most important

---

highway project is Via Carpathia, which will connect Thessaloniki (Greece) with Klaipėda (Lithuania); as for railroads, Via Baltica will connect Warsaw with Helsinki, making Poland a leading transport hub in the region\textsuperscript{12}. Finally, various river transport initiatives are also planned. At the geopolitical level, the main one is the E40 Inland Waterway, which would connect the Baltic coast in Poland with the Black Sea in Romania, running through Belarus and Ukraine.

In addition, the Three Seas Initiative is set out to define regional connectivity and telecommunications plans. This part of the project includes technology such as optical fibre, broadcasting and especially a plan for the implementation of 5G\textsuperscript{13}. The 3SI is going to develop the Three Seas Digital Highway, a series of projects aimed to improve data transfer and communications infrastructure, including 5G technology and fibre optic networks. It also intends to bring forward the 3SI Marketplace, a regional marketplace to boost trade and drive investments in the area. Finally, the Smart City Forum has been established and is seeking to accelerate innovation and encourage investment in innovation in regional cities\textsuperscript{14}.

So far, only 3\% of the projects have been completed and only 15\% have made substantial progress\textsuperscript{15}. International summits have been limited to one per year since the first one in 2016, including a telematic one in 2020 because of COVID-19. Moreover, the 3SI considers that over the next 10 years €800 billion in investments will be needed to carry out the projects. However, the Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund has barely raised €1.3 billion from the €5 billion they were set out to\textsuperscript{16}, despite the commitment made by the US to invest 30\% of the combined contribution of the 12 3SI countries up to $1 billion\textsuperscript{17}.

\textsuperscript{13} GÓRKA, M. “The three seas initiative as a political challenge for the countries of central and eastern Europe”, Politics in Central Europe, 14(3), 2018, pp. 55-73. Available at: \url{https://doi.org/10.2478/pce-2018-0018}
\textsuperscript{15} THOMANN, P. “The Three Seas Initiative: a New Project at the Heart of European and Global Geographical Rivalries”, Yearbook of the Institute of East-Central Europe, 17(3), 2019, pp. 31-65. Available at: \url{https://crsreports.congress.gov}
\textsuperscript{17} DZIEWIALTOWSKI-GINTOWT, B. “One Belt, One Road Between Three Seas: Chinas’s Soft-power Policy Towards “New” EU Members”, Yearbook of the Institute of East-Central Europe, 17(3), 2019, pp. 93-
Global Geopolitical Implications

**China**

China sees Central and Eastern Europe as a strategic area in which to invest its capital surpluses through the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). BRI is focused on establishing a "New Eurasian Land Bridge" corridor, which directly affects the Three Seas region by...
connecting China with Madrid through Poland. With this situation in mind, and looking for regionalized markets, China proposed the creation of an informal and flexible platform with the 16 Central and Eastern European countries, which was later expanded to 17 including Greece.

Under this project, in 2015 the Chinese Prime Minister encouraged the countries of the region to increase cooperation in the area between the three seas, while the Chinese Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs stressed that both initiatives were highly compatible and that he considered that they pursued identical objectives\(^\text{18}\). The Eastern European region is essential to connect China's market with that of Western Europe and therefore, we must consider that China's main objective in Central and Eastern Europe is not to divide the EU —as some analysts might consider\(^\text{19,20}\)—, but to rather use this region as a platform to increase its trade with Western Europe. For China it is beneficial to have more countries in the EU, as this will give them access to a larger and more dynamic market.

At the same time, China's interest has been welcomed by the countries of the region, since China offers easy and fast money\(^\text{21}\), especially aimed at energy, renewable energies and infrastructure\(^\text{22}\), aspects in which the 3SI is most interested, and which would help to develop and improve the connectivity of the area. These infrastructure improvements would also present the Eastern European market as more attractive to investors from other countries different than China, including Europe\(^\text{23}\).

Notwithstanding this, China's sights are set on Central European countries, mainly Germany, whose largest trading partner over traditional allies such as France and the United States is China\(^\text{24}\). In any case, when we analyse the economic data and trade


\(^{19}\) HILLMAN, J.; MCCALPIN, M. “Will China’s ‘16+1’ Format Divide Europe?”, CSIS, 2019. Available at: https://www.csis.org/analysis/will-chinas-161-format-divide-europe


\(^{21}\) PEPERMANS, A. “China’s ‘16+1’ and Belt and Road Initiative in Central and Eastern Europe: economic and political influence at a cheap price”, *Journal of Contemporary Central and Eastern Europe*, 26(2–3), 2018, pp. 181-203. Available at: https://doi.org/10.1080/25739638.2018.1515862

\(^{22}\) Ibidem, p. 4.


balances between the countries of the region and China, we see that the countries in the area are increasing imports of Chinese products, while exports, although they have increased, have not increased at the same pace and now the countries of Eastern Europe have a negative trade balance\textsuperscript{25}.

If we assess the scarce Chinese investments in infrastructure that have been carried out so far from a geopolitical point of view, we see that they intend to connect the infrastructures of their project to BRI with Western Europe, and mainly Germany. For example, to connect the port of Piraeus with Central Europe, China has funded the construction of the high-speed railroad between Belgrade and Budapest\textsuperscript{26}, from where the goods will reach the dry port of Duisburg (Germany) via Austria.

\textbf{Russia}

Even though its economic weight is very low in the 3SI countries and the founders of the initiative claim not to act against any specific country\textsuperscript{27}, Russia does not look favourably on the 3SI. One of the main objectives of the initiative is to reduce the region's energy dependence on Russian gas. This would not only eliminate a method of influence in the region (which is exercised through threats to cut off supplies to the countries in the area) but also, from a more direct point of view, would mean a decrease in the Russian revenues generated by the sale of this resource.

In this regard, 3SI countries have agreed on several measures to reduce dependence on Russian gas. For Russia, 3SI's boosting of LNG imports from the US is a problem. Not only because it may lose part of its market, but also because it is doing so in favour of one of its global rivals. To make the switch to American LNG, the necessary infrastructure has been built in Croatia and Poland\textsuperscript{28}, which will be connected by a gas pipeline constructed within the framework of the 3SI. In the meantime, Russia counteracted with

\textsuperscript{25} PEPE, J. M. “China’s Inroads into Central, Eastern, and South Eastern Europe: Implications for Germany and the EU”, DGAP-ANALYSE (Issue 3), 2017.
\textsuperscript{26} PEPERMANS, A. “China’s 16+1 and Belt and Road Initiative in Central and Eastern Europe: economic and political influence at a cheap price”, Journal of Contemporary Central and Eastern Europe, 26(2–3), 2018, pp. 181-203. Available at: https://doi.org/10.1080/25739638.2018.1515862
\textsuperscript{28} KUREČIĆ, P. “The three seas initiative: Geographical determinants, geopolitical foundations, and prospective challenges”, Hrvatski Geografski Glasnik, 80(1), 2018, pp. 99-124. Available at: https://doi.org/10.21861/HGG.2018.80.01.05
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the construction of the various gas pipelines linking its territory with Turkey across the Black Sea.

Therefore, Russia has looked for other options to supply gas to Europe and the countries in the area are still looking for real alternatives. On the short run, a big change doesn’t seem likely, as the infrastructures that the 3SI countries need to build are costly and time-consuming, whether they are gas pipelines, LNG ports or nuclear power plants. In the long term, the progressive reduction of Russian gas imports should simply happen because the EU has proposed to be CO2 neutral by 2050, and in the next 30 years an effort for renewable energies should be made.

On the other hand, another danger of the 3SI for Russia is the possible increase of Poland’s influence capabilities in the countries around it and the possibility that these countries which it has good relations, especially Bulgaria and Hungary, may change its opinion or perspective about the Russian Federation.

As for the first case, the Polish government feels prepared to exercise its leadership in the region based on its economic, geographic, and demographic size. This has been demonstrated with its involvement in the conflicts and protests in Ukraine and Belarus, which would take up on the Prometheanism project, also by Piłsudski. Furthermore, it is noteworthy to remember the importance within the Polish political construct of the time when Poland was part of the Republic of the Two Nations (1569-1795), also known as the First Polish Republic, and which formed it together with the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the territories that today correspond to Poland, the Baltic countries, Ukraine and Belarus. With this background, it is possible to observe a possible expansionist project of the Polish foreign policy, trying to alienate Russia, seeking foreign support to create its own political space in the EU, as well as trying to influence countries in the area such as Belarus and Ukraine. In addition to the Three Seas Initiative, Poland also has a role in the Lublin Triangle, a cooperation framework in different fields, formed by Poland itself.

---


31 Plan designed by Piłsudski, the aim of which was to weaken the Russian Empire and its successor states, including the USSR, by supporting nationalist independence movements among the non-Russian peoples inhabiting within Russia and the Soviet Union.
Ukraine and Lithuania and announced in 2020\textsuperscript{32}.

As for the second point, not all countries in the initiative hold the same view towards Russia. There are two quite clear groups: the group of the “New Cold War Warriors” — Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania and Croatia (after their change of policy in 2015) — versus the “Pragmatists” group — formed by Austria, Bulgaria, Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia and so called due to their more left-handed policy and better economic and political relations with Russia because of their dependence on Russian gas\textsuperscript{33}. Thus, countries in the region are torn between pragmatism and a hard line against Russia. However, although it may be difficult to happen, a change in the medium term with respect to this view of Russia cannot be ruled out.

**United States**

With Donald Trump’s election as President in 2016, a major confrontation with Russia was avoided, as Hillary Clinton had displayed a much more anti-Russian rhetoric than her rival\textsuperscript{34}. Nevertheless, the new president played both cards, attacking Russia when he felt it necessary\textsuperscript{35} but meeting with President Putin to show his willingness for dialogue and appeasement\textsuperscript{36}.

While this cycle of permanent tension and détente with Russia continued, Trump went on the attack against the European Union, defining the EU as one of United States' biggest foes\textsuperscript{37}. Meanwhile, the EU not only had to answer these grievances, but at the same time had to put out the open fires within itself: on the one hand Brexit and on the other hand the attacks to the values of the Union launched through their veto power and their statements by the presidents and prime ministers of the Eastern countries, mainly those

\textsuperscript{32} BORNIO, J. “Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine Inaugurate ‘Lublin Triangle’”, James Town, 2020. Available at: https://jamestown.org/program/lithuania-poland-and-ukraine-inaugurate-lublin-triangle/
\textsuperscript{33} KUREČIĆ, P. “The three seas initiative: Geographical determinants, geopolitical foundations, and prospective challenges”, *Hrvatski Geografski Glasnik*, 80(1), 2018, pp. 99-124. Available at: https://doi.org/10.21861/HGG.2018.80.01.05
\textsuperscript{35} “Kremlin says new U.S. sanctions are hostile act by outgoing Trump administration”, *Reuters*. Available at: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-usa-sanctions-kremlin-idUSKBN28W11Q
\textsuperscript{36} TAYLOR, A. “Trump and Putin have had 16 or more private conversations. Here’s what we know”, *Washington Post*, 2019. Available at: https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2019/10/04/trump-has-spoken-privately-with-putin-least-times-heres-what-we-know-about-conversations/
of the Visegrad Club\textsuperscript{38}.

In the eyes of the Trump administration, the 3SI is the perfect conjunction to address these situations. The initiative attacks Russian gas sales, with which it finances its geopolitical power and military capabilities. At the same time, the 3SI represents an interesting market in which to place its gas resources, which has a direct impact on American economic growth. On the other hand, it recovers its presence in Eastern Europe, where the US has a better image than in Western Europe\textsuperscript{39}. In this way, the administration was giving a warning, linked to competitive rhetoric against the EU and Germany: if Europeans do not act as Americans want, they have the capacity to divide the EU through diplomacy and economics. Their main ally for this tactic is Poland, who is looking for a way to exert power in the region. With this situation, the US finds in Poland a new preferential ally within the EU\textsuperscript{40,41} after the departure of the traditional American partner, the UK.

To show his interest in the initiative, American President Donald Trump personally attended the 2017 3SI Summit in Warsaw in 2017, where he supported the initiative while vehemently attacking Germany for its Nord Stream 2\textsuperscript{42} joint project with Russia. In this sense, and to show unequivocal support, the US announced the sale of liquified gas to the countries in the area and economical support for the Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund\textsuperscript{43}. On the other hand, the sale of nuclear technology for $18 billion\textsuperscript{44} was agreed with Poland collaboration agreement worth $8 billion for the construction of two nuclear reactors was signed with Romania. Thus, in the energy field, the US intends to close off the entry of Chinese investments while gradually undermining Russian power both in the

\textsuperscript{38} KUREČIĆ, P. “The three seas initiative: Geographical determinants, geopolitical foundations, and prospective challenges”, Hrvatski Geografski Glasnik, 80(1), 2018, pp. 99-124. Available at: https://doi.org/10.21861/HGG.2018.80.01.05


\textsuperscript{40} ZIEBA, R. “Poland’s Foreign and Security Policy”, Springer, 2020.

\textsuperscript{41} SIERADZKA, M. “Poland: More aligned to US than to European partners?”, Deutsche Welle, 2019. Available at: https://www.dw.com/en/poland-more-aligned-to-us-than-to-european-partners/a-50232484


\textsuperscript{43} Departamento de Estado (2020a). Secretary Pompeo Delivers Remarks at the Three Seas Initiative Virtual Summit Secretary Pompeo’s Call with Republic of Cyprus Foreign Minister.

\textsuperscript{44} GARDNER, T. “U.S. sees $18 billion from purchases in nuclear power agreement with Poland”, Reuters, 2020. Available at: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-nuclearpower-poland-idUSKBN274239
region and in the continent. However, there is still the thorny issue of Nord Stream 2 between Russia and Germany, which would prevent the US from increasing its energy influence in Central and Eastern Europe by making Germany the main energy hub in the region.

But in the American case we are not only talking about a world power, but also about a country that has been the closest to functioning as a true world hegemon. The dream of world domination and leadership maintenance has not disappeared from the American strategy\(^\text{45}\), so the US strategy in the region has not been limited to energy and the 3SI, it has also brought open technological war with China. To this end, the Americans have promoted the Clean Network Initiative, which several 3SI countries joined, with the intention of putting Chinese technology out of play. However, it is not yet clear how the countries will manage this situation while continuing to participate in the 17+1 Forum. Moreover, it remains to be seen how this situation will be managed in the medium and long term, when the goal is to create an integrated and joint telecommunications infrastructure. Meanwhile, the US has opened fronts against the three major powers to compete with them through its role in the 3SI, something that, at least in the short term, is beneficial for the 3SI, which has gained the immediate support of a superpower.

**European Union**

We are currently witnessing various transformation processes of the international environment, going from a unipolar environment to a multipolar one. This situation is being replicated in the EU, where the centre is still dominated by Germany, but new power centres are emerging. In this regard, the 3SI can be seen as the attempt of Eastern European countries to break out with the centripetal force exerted by Germany (and, to some extent, Brussels). However, at the various 3SI Summits, the 3SI countries have been at pains to emphasize that all projects are intended to increase European cohesion\(^\text{46}\). At the same time, the European Union has supported the 3SI, but in a


lukewarm manner and its interest has only increased since the Summit in Romania in 201847.

It might also be the case that the combination of the reinforcement of the north-south union structures of central and eastern European countries with the existing west-east structures may strengthen German capabilities in the region, thus producing not a European division between "old" and "new" Europe but between the European core and its periphery48. This situation would reinforce dynamics that already undermine the viability of the European Union. If the dynamism of the European core is further reinforced, the economic space left to the periphery will only deepen its macroeconomic imbalances, which will question its ability to maintain its welfare systems. In the medium term, this might have repercussions for the continuity of the euro and the European Union itself. Despite this, Germany, like Brussels, was no longer wary of the initiative and even asked to join the 3SI with the support of Poland49. Although this seems unlikely to happen, Germany's role has been more proactive at recent summits.

At the same time, the European Union should be aware of the American support at the 3SI. This situation must be assessed from the European perspective of strategic autonomy. The European Union and its members must ask themselves whether they want to be fully independent in the international environment, to subsequently define how they are going to achieve this and re-evaluate who their allies should be. In this regard, during the Trump administration, the US considers Europe as a competitor50. Therefore, for Europe, the US is a revisionist power in the international environment. In this sense, member countries must assess whether the American gas is better than the Russian gas at every level, including whether it is more appropriate to continue to rely on Russian gas in exchange for them relying on large sums of European money or whether it is better to avoid this and the US to be the one to provide it.

47 CALHEIROS, B. “The 3 Seas Initiative: Geopolitics and Infrastructure”, JANUS.NET e-Journal of International Relations, 10(2), 2020, pp. 110-123.
49 KORYBKO, A. “Germany’s Request to Partner with the Three Seas Initiative Is a Win for Poland”, Global Research, 2018. Available at: https://www.globalresearch.ca/germanys-request-to-partner-with-the-three-seas-initiative-is-a-win-for-poland/5652168
Continuing with the energy logic, the European Union must also take into account its own power dynamics and interests within the 3SI itself. Although Polish President Duda has reiterated that the 3SI is not aimed against any country, it seems clear that the program they intend to implement with the help of Croatia and the Baltic countries is one that is at odds with Russia. The European Union must be aware that, if they make progress in this regard, it is not out of the question that they will want to operate against Russia in other scenarios.

On the other hand, European countries must analyse the 3SI and its importance for Chinese geopolitics, as well as the relationship of the 12 member countries with the Asian country. Europe still defends a common policy towards China and is currently moving between the distrust (for instance, doubting if use Chinese 5G technology) and an interest in a huge market — Germany, which is the most interested country in maintaining good relations with China is aware of this. In the meantime, and with the lack of evidence that confirms the real dangers of using Chinese technology\(^1\), the 3SI countries must decide whether they are still interested in maintaining good relations with China to attract quick and easy money or whether they prefer a more tense relationship at the expense of the American support. While this is being decided, the EU will have to opt to divide its foreign policy strategy or to steer the 3SI countries towards a position closer to that of the EU, which is most likely flawed by the German policy towards the Asian country.

**Conclusions**

The Three Seas Initiative was conceived as a regional cohesion project in the area between the Baltic, Black and Adriatic Seas. This geographical space is not accidental: it comprises 12 countries that share their belonging to the "other Europe", the European buffer zone between the German and Russian empires, the same region that the Pole Józef Piłsudski wanted to unite under his idea of Intermarium to avoid the threat of these powers.

The countries of the region feel that their needs have not been met and that there is a gap dividing Eastern and Western Europe. For them, part of the region's economic

---
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Problem stems from the geographic design of its infrastructures, as they extend from east to west and do not manage to properly connect and communicate the region, in contrast to Western Europe where they form a virtuous circle.

In order to solve this situation, these 12 countries have planned a series of projects focused on infrastructure and telecommunications that aim to unite the countries in the area, creating a situation that will improve the region’s economic prospects and, at the same time, enhance European unity. However, despite its clear regional vision, the 3SI has attracted the interest of the four major world powers.

For China, the 3SI is the materialization of a proposal formulated by the Asian country's leaders, who see regional unity and the improvement of the region's infrastructures as an essential step to complete the connection of their BRI project.

On the other hand, the 3SI has been endowed with a clear geopolitical component against Russian energy power in the area, as it tries to find solutions to reduce dependence on gas imported from Russia. Despite this situation, Russia has little to lose in a region where most of the countries had no longer wished to have anything to do it, politically and ideologically.

The United States is the power that has shown the greatest support for the 3SI, even directly from its President Donald Trump. The US considers that this initiative is totally aligned with the American strategy for Europe: pressure on Russia, force the European Union and leave China out.

Finally, after overcoming their reticence, the EU and Germany have become more interested, and the German country has even applied to join the 3SI with Polish support. However, an excessively belligerent 3SI policy towards Russia may create unwanted clashes for Brussels. The special role reserved for the US in the 3SI, at a time when the transatlantic relationship is not at its best, may reinforce the pro-American/pro-European division. Finally, the anti-China policy advocated by the Americans in the region could affect EU-China relations, which may not be beneficial for the continent in general and Germany in particular.